
Reconnection 
BEG IN  THE  RECONNECT ION  I N  YOUR

L I F E .  

Why Reconnect ? 

We live in a world where we are connected 24/7. 

We live in a world which never switches off. 

We make 100's if not 1000's of friends on line. 

And yet although we are always together in our virtual

world .. we rarely make phone calls , and we more often

than not never meet in person these communities

which we build. 

Add to this the pressure of living in a have it all and

have it now society in which women play many

different roles and juggle more than ever to meet high

expectations , it is little wonder we often lose sight of

who we are.  We do not  make space to reconnect with

our true self. 

Clients will come into the practise room either not able

to see a way forward or see that that they want the

future to be different but are struggling with how to get

there. 

What they often haven’t done is look at what has

happened , what is happening right now and what is

important to them – important in how they see

themselves , their relationships and then what this

means for future which creates space for what they

truly value... and allows them to value themselves. 
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3 STEPS TO RECONNECT .. 

Make Space  To Truly Embrace You! 

Step 1  
Reconnect with Self.  

This means taking a good long look at what is going on right now in your life. 
- The Roles You Play 

- The Labels You Have 
- How You See Yourself 
- What Your Values Are 

It also means being brave and looking back to see how you got to where you are now. 
- What Choices You Made. 

- How You Created Your Beliefs 

Step 2 
Reconnect with Your World 

This is all about your relationships and your interactions with others. 
- What support network is around you? 

- Which relationships are fulfilling and which are not? 
- What expectations do you have of others? 

- What dynamics are in your key relationships – who has power , how equal is it? 

Step 3 
Reconnect with Your Future 

Having explored what is important to you and how you like to be, only now can we start
to shape what your future will look like. Taking into account your needs, wants and

desires. 
The fact is this is often very different from where you started – but it’s all about creating

a future that allows you to be you , with healthy relationships and boundaries. 



3 Principles To Create Connection....

My 3 principles give a framework of how to approach the process of Reconnection. 
Sometimes as we explore our world we can face difficult situations or need to have tough conversations 

with ourselves. 
Understanding these 3 principles will give a grounding to come back to on your discovery. 

Principle 1 -Stop, Breath, Be Present and Be Mindful. 
This about creating space to hear what’s happening right now, be clear on where you are and allow your 

inner voice to be heard. 
 

We rush about juggling our many roles whilst perhaps brooding on past incidents and creating anxiety about 
those to come. Whilst we are in the busy – in the doing, we cannot hear our own inner voice that is there to 

guide us. 
 

Not the one saying negative words to us but the one that helps us make guided decisions and positive 
choice. 

 
Taking 2 minutes in every day to just Stop and Breath and practise simply focusing on the now refocuses us 

and creates space. 
 

Only when we stop doing can we start being! 
 

Principle 2 - Acceptance 
All that baggage you keep carrying around, all those what if’ and if only ... they don’t change what has 

happened. 
 

• Acceptance is about understanding that you are now right here – what happened has happened. 
• Acceptance is not about giving up or tolerating bad behaviour – quite the opposite. 

• Acceptance is about saying – OK so that happened, I can let that go now, I am here now for whatever 
reason ... and now I have choice. 

• Acceptance is coming out of that story telling part where you keep going back and going over and over the 
stuff and why you shouldn’t be where you are... it’s about creating a space for future choice. 

 
Principle 3 – Intention Through Purpose. 

When you act in a way which is in balance with your purpose, when you act with Intention that is true to 
who you are then life challenges become so much easier. Life might still be challenging – but facing these 

challenges seems a smoother ride. 
 

• Your Purpose is your Why - the drive, the motivation, the reason for your actions. 
• Your Intention is how you want to Be, the way you will carry out your Why. 


